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2021 Hosta Club List
Be sure to order early as some quantities are limited.
Minimum order of 5 plants per cultivar.

Happy New Year!
First, let me thank all the local hosta clubs that ordered our “Club” hostas
last year. Every year we try to find a group of new hostas that we offer to hosta
clubs at a special wholesale price. Please order early as some hostas may be
limited. We can send them bare root or in the pots, just ask about the best shipping
times.
This year we have several exclusive hostas for clubs that will not appear on
other wholesale lists. Our incredibly popular red-petioled, bright yellow ‘Lettuce
Wrap’ heads the list that also includes ‘Cup of Joy’, ‘Michigander’, ‘Night Flight’ and
‘Venetian Skies’. Clubs can also order off our wholesale lists, both liners and
bare root plants if quantities allow.
We are willing to work with you to make your next hosta sale a success, just
let us know how we can help. Remember, these hostas will also be pictured in the
Hostas for Club section of our Website, www.HostaHosta.com, in January.
The hostas listed below are sold as bare root divisions in multiples of
five. They have been grown out to fill a one quart or larger pot, except for minis.
These plants have not and will not be divided. All prices are FOB Franklinton, NC
and are shipped UPS. Your club will only be billed for the exact cost of shipping. No
boxing or handling fees! All are guaranteed true to name and are nursery certified
pest free. Thank you for your continued support of Green Hill Farm!

2021 Club List Offerings:
‘Cup of Joy’
Exclusively for hosta clubs.
Medium. A classic gold hosta with nicely cupped and heavily puckered
leaves. From Gary Myers, it enjoys some bright light especially in Northern
gardens. $10.00

‘Hide and Seek’
GHF Introduction
Mini. So many hosta folks are enamored by all white hostas only to be
disappointed when they do not grow well for them. There is always a race
for them to turn green before they melt. This little sport of ‘Hideout’ is a
winner! Emerging pure white it becomes a very attractive green hosta in late
spring. $12.00
H. sieboldiana ‘Hakama Souvenir’
GHF Introduction
Large. This large plant was collected in the wilds of Japan at Hakama Rock.
This rare form of a H. sieboldiana has narrow blue-green leaves with arching
foliage. The leaves also have 18 vein pairs. This surprisingly vigorous grower
is a perfect addition to any hybridizing program. $18.00
‘Lettuce Wrap’
GHF Introduction
Exclusively for hosta clubs.
Small. No need to lift the leaves to see the red on this small bright yellow
hosta, the color fills the wide petioles well up into the leaf. Bibb lettuce-like
leaves have good substance and makes a tight flat clump. Pretty purple
flowers appear on mahogany scapes in mid-summer. $20.00
‘Michigander’
Exclusively for hosta clubs.
Large. This large sport of a seedling from Bill Struhar is truly breath taking.
The leaf margins emerge gold at the beginning of the year and fade to
yellow throughout the season, surrounding a rich green leaf center. But it is
the many deeply impressed leaf veins that really catch your eye. Perfect for
the Michigan gardener and everyone else too! $18.00
‘Mouse Capades’
Mini. This little mouse has nicely ruffled cream margins flowing around its
blue leaf centers. Not as many ruffles as ‘Mini Skirt’ which I think may be too
many, but this hosta has just the right look. $8.00
‘Night Flight’
Exclusively for hosta clubs.
Medium. This highly ruffled waxy blue hosta from Don Dean has a soft
appearance. The dark purple petioles and scapes accentuate the blue color
producing a unique look. Here is another late bloomer with show fall flowers.
$10.00

‘Peace and Quiet’
GHF Introduction
Medium. This medium white-margined sport of ‘Pandemonium’ will bring
tranquility to any corner of your garden. The creamy margins vary in width
across the leaf to create a diverse mound. Perhaps the best feature of this
hosta is the late dark purple scapes filled with clusters of light purple
flowers. You will be drawn to them again and again to relish the fresh
splashes of color in a late summer garden. $15.00
‘Ruffle Truffle’
Small. This vigorous, highly ruffled, holly-leafed hosta emerges almost white
and turns blue green in summer. This hosta from Matt Bending has good
substance and makes a unique specimen in the garden. $12.00
‘Sugar Cookie’
GHF Introduction
Medium. This tasty holiday delight is a sport of ‘Sugar Plum’ found here at
Green Hill Farm. It has the same rich purple petioles and white leaf backs of
its parent with an added light-yellow margin that brightens to pure white in
summer. Perfect in a container or as a special accent in the garden. $15.00
‘Sun Worshipper’
GHF Introduction
Medium. This fast growing hosta holds its yellow color very well even in the
shade which it prefers. It makes a flowing mound of very yellow, almost
translucent foliage in the spring that beckons to garden visitors. $10.00
‘Venetian Skies’
Exclusively for hosta clubs.
Medium. This sport of the very blue ‘Venetian Blue’ has clean white margins
with a tight ruffle. It is a late blooming blue that holds it blue color well into
late summer. A truly beautiful hosta that grows well. $15.00
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Questions? Give us a call or email! 919-309-0649
HostaBob@gmail.com

